
DAY THREE: Achieve Seamless Execution

• Create Leverage in Your Business: Combine your leadership skills, your team's energy, and 
well designed business systems for smooth execution and consistent performance.

• Discover Your BHAG (Big Hairy Audacious Goal): A BHAG is that one thing that everyone is 
focused on, that unifies your team with a common pursuit.

• Lean Process Design: Learn about Lean principles to help you remove bottlenecks, waste 
and inefficiencies so your team is focused and can achieve consistently high levels of 
performance.

DAY TWO: It's All About Your Team and Culture

• Learn to Activate Your Team: Learn proven techniques to inspire and motivate individuals 
within your team, tapping into their unique strengths and passions to fuel their enthusiasm for 
their work.

• Build Trust and Collaboration: Discover strategies for creating a trusting and inclusive 
team environment, where individuals feel valued, supported, and encouraged to collaborate 
effectively, fostering synergy and maximizing productivity.

• Develop Conflict Resolution Skills: Gain skills in managing and resolving conflicts within 
your team, turning challenging situations into opportunities for growth and strengthening 
relationships, resulting in a more harmonious and cooperative work environment.

DAY ONE: It's All About You

• Build Your Self Confidence: Explore assessment tools designed to provide deep insights 
into your strengths, weaknesses, and areas for growth as a leader. Identify your unique talents 
and leverage them to maximize your impact. Overcome the need to be liked and other limiting 
tendencies.

• Enhance Your Emotional Intelligence: Develop a heightened sense of emotional intelligence 
through assessments that enable you to understand and manage your emotions effectively. 
Enhancing self-awareness in this domain will enhance your leadership capabilities, leading to 
more meaningful connections and improved decision-making.

• Create Your Leadership Growth Plan: Learn how to leverage assessment results to create a 
personalized leadership growth plan. Define specific goals, milestones, and action steps that 
align with your aspirations, enabling continuous growth and development as a leader.

Organizations are facing challenges and a pace of change that is truly next level. Prepare your organization with, The 
Next Level Leadership 3-Day Series and create an engaged and collaborative team capable of seamless execution 
of your organizations goals. Register as an individual for this session or contact us about delivering group training 
sessions at your location for your leadership team.

Take ownership and invest in your Next Level.

TUESDAY

9 AM — 4 PM
APR 9

TUESDAY

9 AM — 4 PM
APR 23

TUESDAY

9 AM — 4 PM
APR 16

Register now: email pwalker@mtec.mb.ca

Training will be held at the MTEC Training Centre

75 Scurfield Boulevard, Unit 3  Winnipeg  www.mtec.mb.ca

$300
Investment for

3 Full Days


